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A naming situation captured in episodic formulae: 
how a publisher accepted his funder’s suggestion 

as to how to name his small press (and later 
found out the Italian word had been the name of 

a little dog that ketchup heiress used to have)

Ephraim Nissan
London, England

Abstract: Episodic formulae are a representational technique that emerged from 
artificial intelligence in order to capture the gist of situations and epistemic states 
in a narrative plot. Arguably, this formalism can be applied as well to complex 
situations of name-bestowing and evolving perceptions of the name adopted. In 
the situation we analyse with epistemic formulae in this paper, the Manhattan 
entrepreneur who had launched a literary magazine and then found a very affluent 
funder for also starting a book operation, expectably felt obliged to accept her 
suggestion of a name for his firm. At the time, in New York City he could be 
expected to find out easily that the name Ecco was the Italian adverb ecco for ‘here 
is…’ or ‘here you go’ and so forth. Eventually, he found out that the ketchup heiress 
who funded him had suggested to him the name of her beloved little dog that she 
once owned. This time, it was private knowledge, rather than available knowledge. 
One can figure out (from general patterns of how people feel or behave) that 
she wanted a memorial for her dog, and the publisher could be expected to have 
made sense of that once aware, but it also brought to the fore how their balance of 
power affected what she could afford vis-à-vis him. The set of formulae shown here 
illustrates the potential for onomastic research to develop a rigorous representation 
for situational constellations of name-bestowing and bearing a name that thus far it 
could explain just informally in narrative form.
Keywords: situational context of name-bestowing; capturing situations in 
formulae; commercial names; inter-individual power relations; onomastic 
motivation; individuals’ intentions when naming.

Introduction
The American poet1 and publishing executive Daniel Halpern, born in 1945 in 

Syracuse, New York, founded in 1971 and still heads Ecco Press in Manhattan. He is 
the president and publisher, but from 1999 that press is an imprint of HarperCollins. 

1 https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems-and-poets/poets/detail/daniel-halpern. 
The following is stated at that webpage: “Both Tango [(1987)] and Something Shining: Poems 
[(1999)] were praised for their formal ambition and control, as well as their revelation of the 
ordinary”.
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Halpern led, qua editor and publisher, a peculiar initiative concerning the Divine Comedy. 
Rachel Jacoff kindly explained to me: “You ask about Daniel Halpern. He is a much ven-
erated editor and the founder of the journal [Antaeus]. He put together twenty poets 
who translated the Inferno. There was, to my knowledge, no further work on Dante. It 
was doing a canto for the Halpern volume [(1993)] that gave Pinsky2 the idea of doing 
the whole canticle” (email, 20 February 2017). Reviewing Pinsky’s Inferno, Rachel 
Jacoff wrote (1995): “A poetic reappropriation of Dante had been the goal of Daniel 
Halpern’s earlier project of farming out the Inferno to twenty different contemporary 
poets, each of whom was to translate one or two Cantos. It was translating Cantos 20 
and 28 for that volume that got Pinsky hooked on the challenge of an English-speaking 
Dante. In the Introduction to the Halpern book James Merrill wrote of the potential for 
twenty further translations, but thus far Pinsky’s is the only one”. Rachel Deahl began an 
article (2011) on Halpern and the 40 years of Ecco Press, by stating:

It was a chance chauffeur job, shuttling a bored author back to his hotel room, that got 

2 The English-language American poet, essayist, literary critic, and translator Robert 
Pinsky was born in 1940 in Long Branch, New Jersey. He has also authored a play, an opera 
libretto, and an interactive fiction game. He even guest-starred in an episode of The Simpsons, 
the animated TV sitcom. He teaches in the graduate writing program at Boston University. He 
previously taught at Wellesley College and at the University of California at Berkeley. A graduate 
of Rutgers University in 1962, in 1966 he earned a Ph.D. at Stanford University. He is a former 
saxophonist, and his early poetry was inspired by jazz. Musicality and rhythm are central to his 
poetry, which is intended to be read aloud.

From 1997 to 2000, Robert Pinsky served as United States Poet Laureate, and Consultant 
in Poetry to the Library of Congress: by the end of 2016, “he is the first and so far only poet to 
be named to three terms”. As Poet Laureate, he founded the Favorite Poem Project, of outreach 
to the broad public. He is poetry editor for The New Republic. Pinsky published with Schocken 
Books, a Judaica publisher, a book of prose, The Life of David (2005) about King David; this was 
the book that launched the publisher’s Jewish Encounters series. On occasion, Pinsky referred 
there to Dante (see a review by David Wolpe 2005). On 31 December 1994, Pinsky’s translation 
in verse of Dante’s Inferno was released by Farrar, Straus and Giroux, in a bilingual edition, with 
illustrations by Michael Mazur and a foreword by John Freccero. Rachel Jacoff reviewed that 
book. She begun with “With Robert Pinsky’s Inferno, the tradition of poets rediscovering Dante 
has a new and splendid exemplar”, and pointed out that this is a translation that can be read 
aloud without discomfort, but after explaining the difficulty of translating in verse Dante’s terza 
rima, she stated she did not consider Pinsky’s approximation of that metre to be successful. And 
yet: “Compression, concision, and clarity are the salient virtues of Pinsky’s translation. The for-
ward moving energy of the narrative derives from that compression as well as from the repeated 
transgression of the structural role of the three-line unit. By working against the terzina structure 
Pinsky gets the poem moving even faster than it does in Italian and gains syntactical freedom for 
his own idiom” ( Jacoff 1995). Jacoff expressed an important misgiving: “As much as I relish the 
interest in the Inferno this translation has generated, I can’t help regretting its reinforcement of 
the cliché that the Inferno is the Commedia. Of course no one actually says such a thing, but it is 
implied in both Pinsky’s own comments and those of the reviewers, who are unanimous in their 
conviction of the special pertinence of the Inferno to our contemporary sensibilities”.
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Dan Halpern into publishing. The author was Paul Bowles, it was the late 1960s, and 
Halpern agreed to take the writer on the long drive back to Santa Monica when Bowles 
tired of the party he’d been thrown at Cal State Northridge. The trip led to a conver-
sation about poetry, which Halpern was studying, and a recommendation to travel 
abroad. It also led to Halpern cementing a friendship with Bowles and becoming a small 
press publisher.
After a stint in Morocco and the launch of the literary magazine Antaeus, Halpern got 
the backing of ketchup heiress Drue Heinz to start a book operation. The name she had 
in mind for the press, Ecco, he found out years later, was a reference to a beloved little 
dog she once owned.

In Italian, ecco means ‘here we go’ or ‘here you go’. Given both the Eastern and 
Western coasts of the Unites States having fairly large ethnic Italian communities (even 
though members the younger generations often do not know Italian), it would presum-
ably not have been overly difficult to find out the ecco is an Italian word, and what it 
means.

Figure 1. Daniel Halpern.

The basics of episodic formulae
We are going to represents part of the narrative of the foundation of the Ecco 

publishing house by resorting to a mathematical formalism, episodic formulae (Nissan 
2001, 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d, 2007, 2008a 2008b, 2008 [2009], 2012, 
2014; Nissan et al. 2004). Temporal relations include:
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precedes succeeds

precedes or equals succeeds or equals

Logical operators include  for ‘and’ and  for ‘not’.
Epistemic operators expressing knowledge or belief include:

Agent i knows φ

Agent i does not know that not φ

Everyone knows φ (every agent 
came to know it privately)

Power notation:
Everyone knows that everyone knows φ

φ is common knowledge (the effect if φ was 
announced publicly)

At time t, agent A holds the belief φ

Whatever, at time t, is known to agent B about A

The time at which agent A was born

The time of the death of agent A

Standard historiography
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A given historical character, as per 
which is the standard historiographical image of that given character.

The expected knowledge held by agent u about φ

Whatever knowledge is expected to be held by 
agent u

In an article of mine, “A Formalism for Misapprehended Identities: Taking a Leaf 
Out of Pirandello” (Nissan 2002), in which I already introduced most of the present 
notation and more, I was concerned with representing the deluded beliefs about his 
identity, entertained by the protagonist of a tragedy by Luigi Pirandello. To say it with 
the abstract:

I formalize some beliefs from Pirandello’s Henry IV (1922), a tragedy whose protago-
nist is thought (by pragmatic rationality) to (delusionally) believe he is the medieval 
emperor of Germany at a time when he has recovered. Different characters are faced 
with problems rooted in having been schooled or not in medieval history. For example, 
some women hired to be “Berta of Susa” (Henry IV’s wife), allegedly each myrthfully 
announced herself to the deluded protagonist as being Berta and as harking back from 
Susa (a town in Piedmont). The protagonist’s epistemic inadequacy aside, they are 
laughing out of reasons different from those of his social peers, or of the servants who 
impersonate his vassals. My formalism (part of a broader project on capturing identity 
ascriptions) tries to put some order in the quagmire.

In that article, in order to indicate that when the protagonist fell from a horse at 
a historical pageant and since then, he believed himself to be Henry IV (the historical 
character he was impersonating), this formula:

meant that  was playing . The theta above the circle symbol indicates that this 
role-taking was in theatre-mode, whereas had there been a lambda above the circle, 
then the role-taking would have been in a legal mode.
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In that same paper (Nissan 2002), this notation: 

meant: As much knowledge as could be expected to have been held, concerning  
(i.e., Henry IV), by a person from the upper classes of Italian society in Pirandello’s 
own days (in which the play is set). In contrast, this other formula:

meant: By default, a person from the lower classes of Italian society of Pirandello’s own 
days is not expected to know anything whatsoever about Henry IV, the Emperor of 
Germany. In particular, such a person would not be expected to know that there was 
any time, at which  existed:

Besides, in Nissan (2002) I introduced the following notation for the biographi-
cal context of an agent:

The biographical context of agent A, at time t, where

Let us delve into how we define the biographical context of agent A at time t.

In the formula given above, a union of sets describes the trajectory of biographi-
cal-context states in a person’s life (or more generally: in an animate’s life) from birth to 
the present. This is a repetitious formula, and below instead we are going to provide a 
recursive formula that resorts to discrete time increments.
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states that the biographical context of agent A, at time t, is defined as a doubleton con-
sisting of the subset of pe,ople of A’s entourage at time t who (by then) are individually 
known to A, and the history of A at time t.

The history of agent A at time t is given by the following formula, which along 
with the previous formula forms a recursive definition of the biographical context of 
A. A new event updates A’s previous biographical-context state:

where  is the latest past biographical context of the same agent, and where

By our convention, the increment in biographical events is defined as per the fol-
lowing two identities:

That is to say,  (to be read: e surmounted by a hat) stands for a set of events 
in which agent A is knowingly involved. That set results from a difference of two sets, 
and has occurred in the latest interval of time since the biographical context had last 
changed. 

 is an increment with respect to the latest earlier point in time where the bio-
graphical context was different, whereas without the hat, e stands for a cumulated set:

where b.d.i. stands for “by discrete increments”, like in the definition of time vis-à-vis 
. By default, a person is (supposedly) aware of one’s biographical context:
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Symbols specific of our notation include:

Agent a communicates to agent b whatever. If the 
latter is followed by an exclamation mark, then 
this communication is an order.

Agent × is the legal owner of y.

Agent × has the physical possession of y.

The proposition which is on the left side eventuated, and this motivated the 
eventuation of the proposition which is on the right side.

The proposition on the left side (if eventuated) would motivate the eventuation 
of the proposition on the right side.

The proposition which is on the left side eventuated, and this enabled the even-
tuation of the proposition which is on the right side.

The proposition on the left side (if eventuated) would enable the eventuation of 
proposition on the right side.

The proposition which is on the left side eventuated, and this caused the eventu-
ation of the proposition which is on the right side.

The proposition on the left side (if eventuated) would cause the eventuation of 
proposition on the right side.

The proposition which is on the left side eventuated, and this includes the even-
tuation of the proposition which is on the right side.

A notation for “crumpled”, i.e., discarded relations between proposition was also 
defined:

And this did crumple, at time t, agent A’s motivation for ξ 
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And this did crumple, at time t, agent A’s enablement for ξ 

And this would crumple, at time t, agent A’s motivation for ξ 

Agent A can, ontologically, ξ (i.e., agent A has the ability to have ξ 
eventuate).

Agent A can, deontologically, ξ (i.e., agent A has the permission to have 
ξ eventuate).

Agent A sees to it that ξ (stit is a standard modal operator of agency). On 
the stit operator, see Horty and Belnap (1995).

At time t agent A believes that ξ. We don’t distinguish between belief 
and knowledge, but see Abelson (1979) about the differences; Abelson 
listed seven differentiating features.

At time t agent A’s belief that ξ is discarded.

At time t agent A has an active goal ξ 

At time t an active goal ξ is set, for agent A
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At time t agent A’s goal ξ is successfully achieved

At time t agent A’s goal ξ is discarded

At time t agent A realises that ξ (i.e., A conceives of the idea that ξ)

At time t agent A has an active hypothesis ξ 

At time t agent A conceives as a hypothesis that ξ

At time t agent A’s hypothesis ξ is discarded

General symbol for perception (a four-leaved clover contour)

At time t agent A perceives visually that ξ 
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Auditory perception

Tactile perception

General symbol for testimony (a double-edge contour shaped as a 
four-leaved clover). It is possible to insert inside it the identifier of a 
proposition that would specify the mode of this testimony. 

Eyewitness

Typically, one would only use a subset of these symbols. There also are, e.g., sym-
bols standing for emotions. The graphic symbols could be replaced with logical pred-
icates. I am willing to share my folders of symbols as intended for use in Word or in 
Latex documents.

Why did the publisher accept the onomastic suggestion? 
Let Hn stand for Daniel Halpern, and Hz stand for Drue Heinz. Let us start with 

the proposition that Halpern set for himself the goal that he would see to it that he 
would be a literary publisher. 

b 

The graphic symbols could be replaced with logical predicates. I am willing to share my folders of
symbols as intended for use in Word or in Latex documents.

Why did the publisher accept the onomastic suggestion? 

Let Hn stand for Daniel Halpern, and Hz stand for Drue Heinz. Let us start with the proposition
that Halpern set for himself the goal that he would see to it that he would be a literary publisher. 

π1 ≡

That goal motivated Halpern to see to it that he would have the physical possession of a firm, 
which would be a publishing firm:

π1 π2

π2 ≡

(F is-a publishing-firm)

That goal in turn motivated Halpern to obtain, from affluent backers, such funds that would 

enable the firm. C2 ≫C1 means that the funds obtained would be much smaller than the assets of the
funders, who would have deep pockets. 

π2 π4

π3 ≡

Hn stit (Hn is-a 
literary-publisher) 

Hn 

Hn stit π3

Hn

has
Hn

F

That goal motivated Halpern to see to it that he would have the physical posses-
sion of a firm, which would be a publishing firm:

b

The graphic symbols could be replaced with logical predicates. I am willing to share my folders of
symbols as intended for use in Word or in Latex documents.

Why did the publisher accept the onomastic suggestion? 

Let Hn stand for Daniel Halpern, and Hz stand for Drue Heinz. Let us start with the proposition
that Halpern set for himself the goal that he would see to it that he would be a literary publisher. 

π1 ≡

That goal motivated Halpern to see to it that he would have the physical possession of a firm, 
which would be a publishing firm:
 

π1 π2 

π2 ≡ 

 

(F is-a publishing-firm)

That goal in turn motivated Halpern to obtain, from affluent backers, such funds that would 

enable the firm. C2 ≫C1 means that the funds obtained would be much smaller than the assets of the
funders, who would have deep pockets. 

π2 π4

π3 ≡

Hn stit (Hn is-a
literary-publisher)

Hn

Hn stit π3

Hn 

has
Hn

F
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b

The graphic symbols could be replaced with logical predicates. I am willing to share my folders of
symbols as intended for use in Word or in Latex documents.

Why did the publisher accept the onomastic suggestion? 

Let Hn stand for Daniel Halpern, and Hz stand for Drue Heinz. Let us start with the proposition
that Halpern set for himself the goal that he would see to it that he would be a literary publisher. 

π1 ≡

That goal motivated Halpern to see to it that he would have the physical possession of a firm, 
which would be a publishing firm:

π1 π2

π2 ≡

(F is-a publishing-firm)

That goal in turn motivated Halpern to obtain, from affluent backers, such funds that would 

enable the firm. C2 ≫C1 means that the funds obtained would be much smaller than the assets of the
funders, who would have deep pockets. 

π2 π4

Hn stit (Hn is-a
literary-publisher)

Hn

Hn stit π3

Hn

That goal in turn motivated Halpern to obtain, from affluent backers, such funds 
that would enable the firm. C2 ≫C1 means that the funds obtained would be much 
smaller than the assets of the funders, who would have deep pockets. 

b

The graphic symbols could be replaced with logical predicates. I am willing to share my folders of
symbols as intended for use in Word or in Latex documents.

Why did the publisher accept the onomastic suggestion? 

Let Hn stand for Daniel Halpern, and Hz stand for Drue Heinz. Let us start with the proposition
that Halpern set for himself the goal that he would see to it that he would be a literary publisher. 

π1 ≡

That goal motivated Halpern to see to it that he would have the physical possession of a firm, 
which would be a publishing firm:

π1 π2

π2 ≡

(F is-a publishing-firm)

That goal in turn motivated Halpern to obtain, from affluent backers, such funds that would 

enable the firm. C2 ≫C1 means that the funds obtained would be much smaller than the assets of the
funders, who would have deep pockets. 

π3 ≡

Hn stit (Hn is-a
literary-publisher)

Hn

Hn stit π3

Hn

has
Hn

F

where what Halpern was seeking to obtain was as follows:

WHAT: C1, C1 is-a
financial-asset

PURPOSE:
FROM:

π5 ≡ {y | has C2,

C2 is-a financial-asset, C2 ≫C1}
That is to say, in his funding efforts, the entrepreneur targets a set of such y that they own

financial assets much bigger than what he seeks from them. Enter ketchup heiress Drue Heinz. She
owned the necessary assets, and once Halpern told her about his goals, she was motivated to see to it
that they would be achieved:

π6 ≡ has C2

π7 ≡ (π4 π6) π8

π8 ≡ π1; π2;
π4

π9 ≡ π8 π10

F

Hz

Hn
Hz

y

where what Halpern was seeking to obtain was as follows:

π4 ≡

where what Halpern was seeking to obtain was as follows:

 WHAT: C1, C1 is-a  
financial-asset 
 

PURPOSE: 
FROM: 

π5 ≡ 

 
 

{y | has C2, 

 C2 is-a financial-asset, C2 ≫C1} 
That is to say, in his funding efforts, the entrepreneur targets a set of such y that they own

financial assets much bigger than what he seeks from them. Enter ketchup heiress Drue Heinz. She
owned the necessary assets, and once Halpern told her about his goals, she was motivated to see to it
that they would be achieved:

π6 ≡ has C2

π7 ≡ (π4 π6) π8

π8 ≡ π1; π2;
π4

π9 ≡ π8 π10

Hn obtainsπ5

Hn

F 

Hz

Hn
Hz

y 
 

That is to say, in his funding efforts, the entrepreneur targets a set of such y that 
they own financial assets much bigger than what he seeks from them. Enter ketchup 
heiress Drue Heinz. She owned the necessary assets, and once Halpern told her about 
his goals, she was motivated to see to it that they would be achieved:

π4 ≡

where what Halpern was seeking to obtain was as follows:

WHAT: C1, C1 is-a
financial-asset

PURPOSE:
FROM:

π5 ≡ {y | has C2,

C2 is-a financial-asset, C2 ≫C1}
That is to say, in his funding efforts, the entrepreneur targets a set of such y that they own

financial assets much bigger than what he seeks from them. Enter ketchup heiress Drue Heinz. She
owned the necessary assets, and once Halpern told her about his goals, she was motivated to see to it
that they would be achieved:
 

π6 ≡ has C2

 

π7 ≡ 

 

(π4  π6) π8
 

π8 ≡ π1; π2; 
π4 

 

π9 ≡ 

 

π8  

π10 

Hn obtainsπ5

Hn

F

Hz 

Hn 
Hz 

y

π10 ≡ Hz stit (π4  π2  π1) 

π11 ≡ π10 (Hn obliged-to Hz)
That Drue Heinz satisfied his request, obliged Halpern, so that he would have presumably been

wary of dismissing a suggestion of hers, especially if it did not seem to have a negative import on the
business prospects of his firm. Let us represent in episodic formulae the presumable fact that being 
obliged to Drue Heinz along with the fact that she told him to name his firm “Ecco”, caused him to be
aware that it was an order, and that it was indeed her goal that his firm be named “Ecco”, and that he 
could not afford to thwart that goal of hers, because this in turn may thwart his own goals that she had
achieved for him. In turn, his acquiescence achieved Heinz’s goal that his firm be named “Ecco”.

π12 ≡ Π11

(π13 π14 π15)
π13 ≡ !
π14 ≡

π15 ≡ (π10 π1) π16

Hn 

Hn

Hn

Hz
name

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

Hn

Hz
name

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

Hz

name OF: F
BE: “Ecco”
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π10 ≡ Hz stit (π4 π2 π1)

 

π11 ≡ 

 

π10  
 

(Hn obliged-to Hz) 
 

That Drue Heinz satisfied his request, obliged Halpern, so that he would have presumably been
wary of dismissing a suggestion of hers, especially if it did not seem to have a negative import on the
business prospects of his firm. Let us represent in episodic formulae the presumable fact that being 
obliged to Drue Heinz along with the fact that she told him to name his firm “Ecco”, caused him to be
aware that it was an order, and that it was indeed her goal that his firm be named “Ecco”, and that he 
could not afford to thwart that goal of hers, because this in turn may thwart his own goals that she had
achieved for him. In turn, his acquiescence achieved Heinz’s goal that his firm be named “Ecco”.

π12 ≡ Π11

(π13 π14 π15)
π13 ≡ !
π14 ≡

π15 ≡ (π10 π1) π16

Hn

Hn

Hn

Hz
name

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

Hn

Hz
name

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

Hz

name OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

That Drue Heinz satisfied his request, obliged Halpern, so that he would have 
presumably been wary of dismissing a suggestion of hers, especially if it did not seem 
to have a negative import on the business prospects of his firm. Let us represent in 
episodic formulae the presumable fact that being obliged to Drue Heinz along with 
the fact that she told him to name his firm “Ecco”, caused him to be aware that it was an 
order, and that it was indeed her goal that his firm be named “Ecco”, and that he could 
not afford to thwart that goal of hers, because this in turn may thwart his own goals that 
she had achieved for him. In turn, his acquiescence achieved Heinz’s goal that his firm 
be named “Ecco”.

π10 ≡ Hz stit (π4 π2 π1)

π11 ≡ π10 (Hn obliged-to Hz)
That Drue Heinz satisfied his request, obliged Halpern, so that he would have presumably been

wary of dismissing a suggestion of hers, especially if it did not seem to have a negative import on the
business prospects of his firm. Let us represent in episodic formulae the presumable fact that being 
obliged to Drue Heinz along with the fact that she told him to name his firm “Ecco”, caused him to be
aware that it was an order, and that it was indeed her goal that his firm be named “Ecco”, and that he 
could not afford to thwart that goal of hers, because this in turn may thwart his own goals that she had
achieved for him. In turn, his acquiescence achieved Heinz’s goal that his firm be named “Ecco”.

π12 ≡ 

 

Π11 
  

 
(π13 π14 π15) 

π13 ≡ 

 
! 

π14 ≡ 

 

 

π15 ≡ (π10  
π1) π16 

Hn

Hn 

Hn 

Hz 

 

name  
OF: F 
BE: “Ecco” 

Hn 

Hz 

 

name  
OF: F 
BE: “Ecco” 

Hz 

 

name  OF: F 
BE: “Ecco” 

π  can 

Should the entrepreneur antagonise his funder by thwarting some goal of hers, this would
motivate her to thwart goals that are central to his enterprise:

π16 ≡ ((Hn stit ψ)) 

(π4 π2 π1)

Therefore, Halpern accepted Heinz’s suggestion that he name his firm “Ecco”, thus achieving
Heinz’s onomastic goal:

π17 ≡ Π12

Hz 

 

nam
e  

OF: F 
BE: “Ecco” 

 

afford  

Hn 

Hz

Hn

Hz

name
OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

Should the entrepreneur antagonise his funder by thwarting some goal of hers, 
this would motivate her to thwart goals that are central to his enterprise:

π can

Should the entrepreneur antagonise his funder by thwarting some goal of hers, this would
motivate her to thwart goals that are central to his enterprise:

 

π16 ≡ ((Hn stit 

 

 

ψ)) 

 

(π4  π2  π1) 

Therefore, Halpern accepted Heinz’s suggestion that he name his firm “Ecco”, thus achieving
Heinz’s onomastic goal:

π17 ≡ Π12

Hz

nam
e

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

afford 

Hn

Hz 

Hn 

Hz

name
OF: F
BE: “Ecco”
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Therefore, Halpern accepted Heinz’s suggestion that he name his firm “Ecco”, 
thus achieving Heinz’s onomastic goal:

π can

Should the entrepreneur antagonise his funder by thwarting some goal of hers, this would
motivate her to thwart goals that are central to his enterprise:

π16 ≡ ((Hn stit ψ)) 

(π4 π2 π1)

Therefore, Halpern accepted Heinz’s suggestion that he name his firm “Ecco”, thus achieving
Heinz’s onomastic goal:

Hz

nam
e

OF: F
BE: “Ecco”

afford 

Hn

Hz

Hn

One may expect that upon hearing “Ecco”, Halpern (like other intellectuals) may 
have been made curious to learn something about that word. He may have accessed 
culturally accessible, if not immediately available, information about this being an 
Italian word, and about its meaning in Italian. What he only learned years later, was 
Drue Heinz’s private knowledge that “Ecco” had been the name of her late, beloved 
little dog that she wished to commemorate in the name of his firm she funded. This, in 
turn, is amenable to being represented in terms of episodic formulae, and perhaps will 
be the subject of some future article, a sequel to the present one.

Bronzino’s narrator who would rather be Ecco
Agnolo Allori, known as Bronzino – in his longest burlesque poem, Il piato, a 

work in eight parts composed around 1552 (at which time, he was employed by 
Florence’s ruler, Cosimo I de’ Medici) and being an account of a visit inside outside 
(climbing out) and then inside the body of the giant Arcigrandone (into whose nostril 
the narrator has fallen) – wrote: “Mi sarei per uscir di tal miseria, / volentieri accordato 
a star nel foco, / cangiarmi in Ecco o rinnovare Egeria” [“So that I would exit such mis-
ery, I would have willingly agreed to stay inside fire, to be transformed into Ecco, or to 
become a new Egeria”] (Piato, VIII: 152–154). Egeria and Ecco (or rather Echo) are 
characters from respectively Roman and Greek mythology.

Egeria is a nymph, the divine consort and counsellor of Numa Pompilius, the 
wise second king of Rome (she was associated with the sacred forest of Aricia in 
Latium, as well as with a spring and grove close to a gate of Rome, the Porta Capena).

As for Ecco, this must be the nymph Echo, whose standard Italian name is Eco, 
and who, only able to express herself by echoing somebody else’s speech (owing to 
her having been so cursed by Hera for distracting her with her incessant chatter from 
the affairs of Zeus spending time with other nymphs), and starving because of her 
unrequited love for Narcissus, who spurned her, she wasted away and was reduced to 
just her voice. She could not start a conversation, nor could she refrain from repeating 
other voices.

Bronzino’s first person narrator claims he would rather be the nymph Echo, than 
trying to find his way out of the body of the aptly named giant Arcigrandone. And 
indeed, on p. 69 in the 1821 edition of Il piato (printed for the first time by the editor, 
Giuseppe Levi, for the wedding of Giuseppe Coen and Laura Curiel: it is remarkable 
I found out exactly 200 hundred years later), I find the spelling “Cangiarmi in eco” (in 
lower case, as though it was a common name):
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The voyage inside Arcigrandone’s body was discussed, e.g., by Carla Aloè (now 
based in Zurich, Switzerland) in her 2015 University of Birmingham doctoral disserta-
tion The New World Mythology in Italian Epic Poetry: 1492–1650, in a section enti-
tled “The New World in Arcigrandone’s body” (ibid.: 203–220). She included that sec-
tion in Ch. 4, “Canadian pygmies from the cabinet of curiosity to epic poetry”, owing 
to Morgante, a dwarf at Cosimo I de’ Medici’s court who was named after the epic 
character of the giant Morgante, and whose portrait (Morgante nano) Bronzino painted 
(which he did with New World elements) under commission of Cosimo in 1552. 
“During his journey in the New World represented by Arcigrandone’s body, Bronzino 
met the pygmies/dwarves that were encircling the ‘gran donna’. They are not referred 
to as neither pygmies not dwarves, but as “minors”: their dwarfish nature is, however, 
confirmed by the fact that the character Bronzino is forced to lower his gaze in order to 
see them” (ibid.: 211).

An onomastic avoidance custom, and a way around it
There is something else, of inter-

est to onomastics, concerning the 
1821 edition of Il piato having been 
printed for the first time by the edi-
tor, Giuseppe Levi, for the wedding of 
Giuseppe Coen and Laura Curiel: Levi 
also dedicated it to the grandfather of 
the bridegroom, another Giuseppe 
Coen (both Giuseppe Levi and the 
older Giuseppe Coen were doctors, 
I guess medical doctors who gradu-
ated at the University of Padua, which 
accepted Jewish students on condition 
they pay the triple of the usual fee):

Both Catholics and Jews in Italy 
used to have the custom of the serto 
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nuziale, a publication of literary interest associated with a wedding in affluent families. 
In this case, it was a Jewish wedding. The fact that what was published was an epic by 
Bronzino, rather than poems of praise in either Hebrew or Italian for the couple and 
their families, or otherwise some Hebrew text, is a symptom of acculturation, but it 
is especially remarkable that, contrary to Jewish custom (but not to Catholic Italian 
custom), the grandson was named after his grandfather while the latter was still alive 
(I guess others may have been superstitious about a perceived risk to the grandpar-
ent). By itself, this does not necessarily mean that the bridegroom’s family was secular. 
My own mother’s family, in Baghdad, were devout Jews, speakers of Baghdadi Judaeo-
Arabic, and my grandmother, born in 1910, received a Western education and bore a 
formal and an informal first name, both of these being in Arabic. Her own mother, and 
the latter’s mother (who was born in the 1850s), each bore only one first name,and 
in both cases it was Hebrew. Nobody in the family ever mentioned this to me, and it 
was only after the demise in 2019 of my own mother (the repository of the family’s 
memories) that I noticed that the two names of my grandmother were translations of 
the Hebrew names of her own mother and grandmother. It was probably intended as a 
clever way around the avoidance custom, while still honouring both women.

My maternal grandmother, Māṃa Balīḥa, was called both Farḥa (her official 
name), and Balīḥa (her name among relatives). This was the eldest daughter, born 
in 1920, of a Baghdadi Jewish young woman, and her husband, an Egyptian Jew 
with Baghdadi ancestry. From my mother, I know that Balīḥa is an endearing form 
of Malīḥa. Now consider that the name of the mother of Māṃa Balīḥa was Sə́mḥa, 
which is an Arabicised form of the Hebrew name Simḥā, i.e., ‘Joy’, the same sense of 
the Arabic name Farḥa. Nana Sə́mḥa in turn was the daughter of Әmmī Ṭōba, born in 
the 1850s, and whose name is Hebrew /ṭoba/ (as a feminine adjective: [to’va], Iraqi 
pronunciation: [ṭo’ba]; but as an anthroponym: [‘tova], Iraqi pronunciation: [‘ṭoba]). 
The sense of /ṭoba/ is ‘good (f.)’, the same etymological sense of the Yiddish name 
Gitl (the Rothschilds’ ancestress, Gütel, was eventually gentrified, onomastically deJu-
daised, as Gudula). But ‘good (f.)’ is the sense of the Arabic name Malīḥa. As men-
tioned, among Jews, one does not name a baby after a living parent or grandparent (but 
would preferably be named after one of them, if they are dead at the time of the name 
being bestowed, unless a sibling was already given that name). In the case of my mater-
nal grandmother instead, internal evidence from her names Farḥa and Balīḥa strongly 
suggests that choosing the Arabic equivalent of the Hebrew names of her mother 
and the latter’s own mother, she was legitimately named after both of them. Which is 
remarkable in respect of onomastics: a traditional norm on name-bestowing was both 
eluded and respected (the latter, by tweaking it through literal translation). The moti-
vation would have been as a mark of respect for the baby’s mother and grandmother. 
Note, in the respectful form of reference preceding the first name, the succession of 
Māṃa (‘Mother’), Nana (‘Grandmother’), Әmmī (lit. ‘my mother’, but when referring 
to one’s great-grandmother).
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